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A selected sample of six hundred
ninth-grade public
school students from six schools of the
Jefferson County,
Kentucky, school system was surveyed
to determine their perceptions ref=zarding selected counselor
services. A nuestionnaire was designed made up of
cuestions related to the !'lypotheseo being tested. No distinction
was made between male and
female responses and students from
all socio-econr-Ac classes
and the various ability groups were
included. Based on the
data cbtained fro7 this study the
following conclusions were
drawn: (1) secondary sc':
- eol counselors are identified as
persons who can give assistance in the
areas of educational
and vocational plann!ng as well as
with school-related
problems; (2) secondary school counselors
are not identified
by ninth-grade students as persons
who can help with problems
of a personal nature; (3) ninth-=-ra1:?
students delineated the
role of the counselor as different
from the role cf the
principal or the role of the teacher; and (4)
the secondary
school counselor has been id-,nzified as
helpful to those
students with whom he worked.

Addtt lonal studies were

recor-ended.
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CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION

Background
A variety of opinions
concerning the role of the secondary school counselor seems to
be held by the different
groups who view the counselor as he
functions in his professional capacity. The counselor
appears to be seen by all as
a helping person. But how
does he help? Whom does he help?
One observation that seems
safe to make about any professional worker whose job it is to
help people is that he is
restricted in his functioning by what
people think he can do
as well as what he has been
trained to do. Further, it
seems safe to presume that the
functions potential clients
perceive the counselor as
performing will determine the
type of problem which they
bring to the counselor and on
which they will accept assistance
from the counselor. Thus,
a client will brino to the
counselor only those problems
with which he perceives the
counselor able to assist.
The role of the counselor in the
hlch school settinR•
seem-.4 to encompass a combination
of facets: (1) his tra'_nin.7.;
in c;u1;.:ance and counselinc:, (2)
se!,00l board and local school
policies and pressures, and (3)
co7.-unity expectations. Some

1
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writers indicate the influential
factors that determine the
role of the counselor would
include school administrators,
the teaching faculty, counselo
r educators, fellow puptlpersonnel workers, and te coun
selor's student clients and
their parents.
Administrators, faculty, studen
ts, and their parents
accept the fact that the counselo
r is trained to work with
the secondary school student in
matters of academic choice
and vocational planning. Howeve
r, should he perform just
these particular functions and
nothing more?
A variety of opinions have been
demonstrated among the
aforementioned groups in their
reactions to counselors performing tasks related to counseli
ng In personal matters.
Differenccs also have been noted
amon these same croups in
their reactions to counselor perf
ormance of teacher-like and
administrative-like tasks.
It would appear that there is
no universally acceotable
role definition for the high scho
ol counselor. However, If
the counselor is to do the work
ecr which he is presumably
trained, efforts must be made to
promote the counselor's
imae along lines viewed as bein
g appropriate by the counseling profession, as well as sign
ificant others.
This study attempted to determine
the perceptions of
only one group, ninth-grade publ
ic hir7,h school students of
the Jefferson County, Kentucky scho
ol system, re7arding
selected counselor services.

3

Rationale
As a result of havin

served as a counselor for three

yenrs in a private secondary school and
realizini; that some
criticisms are being leveled against some
counselors by some
educators, parents, and significant others, this
writer
became curious about the perceptions ninth
-grade students
have of the counselor and the role and
function that the
counselor serves in the secondary school.

Recent profes-

sional educational journal articles related to
the abovementioned idea have generated an awareness that
the counselor
serves many and varied functions and that there
is no role
model appropriate for all counselors.

Previous personal work

experience, the unjust or valid criticisms leveled
against
some school counselors, and the interest in
this area by
professional writers provided the motivation that led
to
this study.

Further, it was felt that this research project

would aid other couneelors in ascertaining the
students'
perceptions of the role of the counselor.
Statement of the Problem
Current literature demonstrates that
administrators,
faculties, counselor educators, students, and their
parents perceive the role of the counselor
differently.

This

investigation was designed to demonstrate how one group
of
students, ninth-rade public school students of the
Jefferson
County, Kentucky school system, perceive the school
counselor in selected counselor services.

This Investigation

attempted to deterelne to what extent it could be
demon-

•

ntrated that the service school counselors perform is different, at least In some respects, from that which other
school personnel perform.
that the counselor, workin

This study also attempted to show
with the student in a one-to-one

or small group basis, gave catisfactory assistance to those
counnelees with whom he worked.
Purpose of the Study
There were several purposes to this study.

The inves-

tigation was designed to determine ninth-7rade students'
perceptions regarding educational, vocational, and personal
counseling.

Another purpose was to determine if the students

were able to delineate the distinction of roles between the
counselor, the principal, and the teacher.

A third purpose

was to determine if the counselor does assist those students
with whom he works.
It would have beer a herculean task to survey the
approximately 3,500 ninth-grade students in the eighteen
high schools of the Jefferson County, Kentucky, school system; therefore, a selected sample of students representing
all socio-economic classes as well as the various ability
levels was used.

,enerAs a result of the study, certain P.

alizations were made re7ardin3 student perceptions of
counselor activities, distinction of roles of the counselor,
the principal, and the teacher, and the amount of assistance
received by the student.

A

•••••••••wer,

Four hypotheses were considered in this study.

The

four hypotheses of this study were a3 follows:
Hi.

Selected ninth-e.rade public school students
will identify the counselor as a person who
is helpful in assistinc!, the counselee with
academic and vocational plans, as well as
with school-related problems.

H

Selected ninth-s7ade public school students
will identir'y the counselor as a person who
is helpful in assisting the counselee with
personal problems.

2.

11

3.

Selected ninth-grade public school students
will perceive the role of the counselor as
distinct from that of the principal or
teacher.

H

4.

The counselor will be of assistance to at
least fifty percent of the selected ninthgrade public school students who were surveyed.

A questionnaire, constructed with these hypotheses in
mind, was submitted to one hundred selected ninth-zrade
students from each of six pre-selected schools of the
Jeffe2son County, Kentucky, school system.

The results of

the questionnaire were used to test each of these hypotheses.
A criterion for the acceptance and/or rejection of each
hypothesis was set at a fifty percent response level for
each of the nine questions as they related to the individual
hypothesis.

Limitations cf the Study
Since it would have been a mammoth task to survey the
approximately 3,500 ninth-grade students populating the
eighteen public hh schools of the Jefferson County,
Kentucky, school system, thls 1nvestii2.tion was limited to

6
the responses of one hundred selected
ninth-cTade students
from each of six pre-selected schools of
that school system.
Thus, the investigation was concerned with
the responses of
six hundred selected ninth-grade public
school students.
distinction was made between male and femal
e responses.

!To
Fur-

ther, this study was limited to selected
counselor services
as they were perceived by the surveyed
students.
There were several deficiencies in this
study that
should be enumerated.

First, while the perceptions cf these

ninth-grade public school students regar
dirv; counselor services in the project schools were ascer
tained, there should
be additional studies regarding the
counselor services as
perceived by the administrative staff,
the faculty, and the
counselors themselves in order to corre
late these findings.
Second, while it was felt that the selec
ted six hundred ninth-grade public school students
served as a significant sample, the question arose as to
whether the results
would have been different if a greater
number of students
had been surveyed.
Third, a question arose as to whether the
acceptance
or rejection of the hypotheses should be
based on a fifty
percent response'.

Perhaps, the basis for acceptance and/or

rejection should have been greater than fifty
percent or
(wen less than fifty percent.
Fourth, while the survey questionnaire was
designed
with nine questions related to student
perceptions of selected
counselor services, it is possible that a
more

nIfIcant

outcome might have resulted with the addition
of more oues-

•

•••••••••••••,
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However, this study was intended
to measure student
perceptions of a few selected counselor
services. Thus, it
seemed that the number of
questions was adequate for the
task.
Fifth, no allowance was made
for important variables
such as the location of the
project schools within the specific geographic areas or the
social, economic, and cultural
background of the students.
tions.

Definitions of' Terms
The study was limited also
to certain definitions of
terms. For the sake of
clarity, the following definitions
were chosen:
Counselee was any student who was
assisted (in any
manner) by the counselor. The
counselee was known also as
the client.
Ninth Grade Fchool Counselor
was a male or fenale,
possessine7 at least a master's
degree in Guidance and
Counseling from an accreditated
college cr university and
certified by the State Department
of Education. This person
was employed on a full-tine
basis to work with a c,4 ven
eunbeof ninth-grade students.
Helpful Cce,.nselor was the term
used to Imply that the
trained adult assisted the
counseiee 'n mekine, academic,
social, and behavioral choices.
Role of the Counselor referred
to the multitude of
tasks performed by the
counselor durin: the course of the
school day, whether it oe on an
adninistrative level or in
personal, social, acadez:lic cr
behavioral councelin .
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of the studios were of recent
oric:in havinr.; been written
within the last decade.

9

The school counselor was faced
with the task of definin;
his role and job functions.
Accordin: to Arbuckle and !!'icas
(1:304) an important and basic
aspect of counselor preparation
was the development of
counselor perceptions. Writers
agreed
that there were factors within
the school system, the local
school, and the community which
would affect these definitions.
Betz (3:32) indicated that
significant others' perceptions of
the counselor are effective
stimuli for chances within the
counselor. Other writers added that
there were factors within the counselor himself
which affected the way he de.fin,
.d
his job.
Van Riper (16:53) pointed out
that the identity or the
counselor depended upon what he
does and not by what he wou:1
like to do or should do. The
identity that the counselor has
may not be the one for which he
was trained and may not be
the one he desired. Cften
counselors were identified only as
advice-givers by many school
administrators, teachers, students, and their parents. The
counselor was expected to
disseminate Information about
educational and vocational
01)par:unities and to advise students
about these opportunities.
Assistance with personal problems
was not generally viewed as
a cignificant counselor
function.
Dunlop (4:1026) and Tennyson
(15:131) stressed that
school administrators and other
school prsonnel seem to be
In aiweer.lent that it was
appropriate for the school counselor

.11,1 •••••
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to involve himself in educational and vocat
ional planning.
"Sharp differences ar- observed in their
reactions to the
appropriateness of counselors perform1n7 tasks
related to
personal counseling." (4:1026)
Parents, likewise, are concerned that the
counselor
relate himself to academic and vocational tasks
.

Rergstein

and Grant (2:702) stressed that parents perce
ive the counselor as being more helpful with problems in
the educational
and vocational areas than with problems in the
personalsocial areas.

Dunlop (4:1026) added that parents suppo
rted

counselor performance of administrative-cler
ical tasks.
According to Grant (9:77) student perception
s seemed
to be a reflection of how the counselor is perce
ived by
teachers, administrators, and by counselors thems
elves.

Tr

another study, Grant (g:3?8) observed that selec
ted students
perceived the counselor as being most able to
make acceptable contributions to then in vocational and educa
tional
planning areas.

These same students failed to see the

counselor as playing much of a role in their perso
nal-emotional problems.

Gladstein (6:476) stated "there seems to

be clear cut evidence . . . that school . . .
clients seek
help primarily with educational and vocational conce
rns
but only reluctantly with personal-social ones.
"

Jenson

(10:501), Dunlop (4:1027), sensor (14:72), and
'.Tattison
(12:13) noted similar results in later studies.
Guidance is essential in the school settin7
).

"The

school counselor works in an educational setti
nF, and as such
the counselor function rust be consistent with the goals
and

•

purposes of the school," said Burke.on (18:1).

11
The increasinc_;

demand for accountability provided the framework for studyinrI
the services delivered by school counselors.

Evaluation was

not intended to be a threatening process to the counselor but
it was intended to aid the guidance worker to lain new insi7hts
that would help him to perform at a higher and more effective
level.

Hence, self-evaluation permitted the counselor to

arrive at a clearer definition of his role and function.
Several evaluations were undertaken within the past few
years.

These were concerned with the counselor's role as

perceived by administrators, students, and their parents.
The results of these studies were consistent with the findings previously mentioned.
"Counselors contribute to their own images by the
functions they undertake and the services they perform,
whether such functions and services are personally assumed
or administratively acquired," stated Van Riper (16:53).

%

fr

CHAPTER II
DESIM: OF THE STUDY
There were several methods that might have been
used to
determine the perceptions of ninth-grade public school
students regardin17 selected counselor services.

These Included

the interview, the opinionnaire, and the survey
questiennaire
to mention just a few.

The survey questionnaire was used

since there were so many subjects whose opinions
teere
desired and so many schools involved.

(see Appendix A)

Samnlincr
Within the Jefferson County, Kentucky;puhlic school
system there were eighteen hi7:h schools contain
inp: approximately 8,500 ninth-grade students.

This study focused on

the responses of six hundred selected students from
six
selected schools.

Two schools were ore-selected to represent

each of the three geographic areas of the Jeffers
on County
school system: ,the eastern, the southern, and the
southwestern areas.

These six schools renresented one-third of

the hie,h schools in the Jefferson County school system
.
There were approxi7tately 5f:0 ninth-rrade students in
each of the high schools of the Jefferson County school
system.

The one hundred students who were surveyed in each

of the pre-selected schools represented twenty percent
or
12
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the selected schools' popu2ation.

1(:) distinction was made

13

between male and female responses.

Procedure
After formulating the nine questions
on the questionnaire, approval was obtained from 7r.
J. C. Cantrell,
Associate Superintendent,
'
- vision cf Instruction,
'
Jefferson
County Board of Education, to survey
selected ninth-grade
students from six Jefferson County high
schools.
The questionnaire was designed to
ascertain ninth-grade
students' opinions rearding educational,
vocational, and
personal counseling; to ascertain the
role of the counselor
being distinct from other staff
mentors; and to determine if
the surveyed students benefited
from their involvement with
their counselor. The responses to the
questons on the
questionnaire were limited to three
choices:

YES, TICERTAI::,

and NO.

This method was designed so tnat no
additional Instructions needed to be given by the
irr!ividual administrators, the homeroom teachers. No
space was provided for
comments, su;gestions, Cr critms

Anonymity was assured

since neither the student's name,
sex, nor name of school was
a part of the questionnaire.
To insure as much validity as
possible a
was made in one school.

ilot survey

Tnterviews were held with the

administrators of the questionnaire In order
to determine the
clarity of the questions. Feedback from
these homeroom
teachers indicated that the questions
were clear and selfexplanatory. :aeed on ths. inforeiaticn it
was relt that the

...••••,•••••••••- •

questionnaire was valid and needed no further
revision.

14
The

questionnaire was forwarded unchanged to the
remaining five
pre-selected schools.
One hundred questionnaires were forwarded, by
way of
the inter-school delivery system, to the ninth-grad
e counselors in each of the remaining five schools.

These counselors

were asked to oversee the dissemination of
the materials to
any four, ninth-grade homeroom teachers in
their schools.

A

letter, addressed to each of the counselors,
explained the
procedures for issuing the questionnaires to
the homreoom
teachers, collecting the completed questionna
ires, returning
the completed forms to the investigator by
way of the interschool mail delivery, and obtaining any neede
d assistance
(see Appendix B).
The homeroom teachers supervised the admin
istration of
the questionnaires in their heterogeneously
grouped classes
during the homeroom period.

Each homerocm teacher was sent

a succinct memorandum in which the limited
instructions were
described (see Appendix C).

Data Analysis
The major purpose of the study was to exami
ne the
responses of six hundred ninth-grade stude
nts regarding certain perceptions of the counselor's role and
the amount of
assistance they felt they received in the areas
of educational, vocational and personal counseline.

The method of

analyzing the data was a simple tabulation
of the responses

-

-• -
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for each of the nine questions and
conversion of these numbers into percentages.
It was necessary to set a criterion
for accepting and/
or rejecting each of the four
hypotheses of the study.

A

fifty percent response level was
determined as the basis for
accepting and/or rejecting each of the
hypotheses. Further,
it was determined that where fifty
percent or more responses
were marked "YES," the hypothesis
would be accepted except
for questions number six and seven.
In this case, the hypothesis was accepted if the "NO"
responses were fifty percent or
above.
Interpretation of the data led to
generalizations made
about the roles and functions of the
ninth-c7rade counselor
in the Jefferson County school system.
While nine questions were formulated to
test the four
hypotheses, it was necessary to group some
questions in order
to test each individual hypothesis.
Questions 1, 2, and 3
were designed to test the first
hypothesis. Questions 4, 5,
and 3 were constructed to test the
second hypothesis.

Ques-

tions 6 and 7 were formulated to
test the third hypothesis,
and question 9 was developed to
support or fail to support
the fourth hypothesis. Tables were
designed to show the
total responses as well as the
percentac7es for each set of
questions as they related to each hypothesis.

•-
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CHAPTE:i III

ANALYSIS OF TEE DATA
Chapter III presents an analysis of the data obtained
from the six hundred selected respondents in the
Jefferson
County public high schools who completed the prepared
questionnaire designed to measure the perceptions the
students
hold of the counselor in their schools.

A section was used

to explain (in detail) the purpose of the project
auestionnoire and to provide information about the questionnaire
Itself.

Tables were presented to show the number of
students

responses and the percentae of responses to each set
or
questions, grouped as they were related to each of the
four
hypotheses being tested in this investigation.

An analysis

of the data was presented and, from those data,
each hypothesis was accepted or rejected.
Purpose cf the Project'ue3tionnaIre
The questionnaire was desizned to measure several
items:

(1) to determine that the ccunselor assisted
the

counselee with educational and vocational clans as
well as
with problems which are school related; (2) to
determine
whether the counselor became involved in personal
counselin7;
(3) to ascertain whether the counselcr had a
distinct role in

16
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the school; and, (4) to find out if the counse
lor was benefictal to the student.

The Our-ationnaire
The questionnaire was desirmed to be made up oe
nine
questions related to the hypotheses bein

tested.

In order

to have valid responses to the questionnaire certai
n criteria
should be observed.
The questicnnatres were administered by the homeroom
teachers to selected homeroom sections, heterogeneou
sly
grouped ninth-grade students, in the pre-selected
pro!ect
schools.

Limited instructions to the homeroom teacher

regardinT the administration of the questtonnatres eliminated the need to interpret the questions to the studen
ts.
Because the students knew the survey administrator,
the
homeroom teacher, it was presuned that a sincere attemp
t
would be made to answer the cuestions honestly.

m7urther, the

briefness of the instructions to the students and the requir
ement to place only a check mark or some other mark in
the
appropriate space Contributed to the validity of the respon
ses.
Another point that contributed to the validity of the
responses was the fact that the questionnaire was admini
stered
durin- the ho"room period, a ten minute period.

Stnce the

questionnaire was made up of only ntne questions, it was
possible to respond to all questions in that short time
period but there would be no time for students to confer
with each other about the responses.

vinallv, the nuestions

la

were construeted so that each quest
ion could be rend easily
by students of the various readins!
levels.

A plan for tabulating the results of
the questionnaire
was made prior to the assessment.

f,r, the completed forms

from the surveyed schools were delivered
to the investirrator,
the responses were tabulated for each quest
ion in each of the
three categories: YES, UT=TAIN, and O.
Using an electronic calculator, percenta.7es were calcu
lated in each
response area.

Percentages were rcunded off to the nearest

whole number for easier reporting and readi
ng.
dixes D-I)

(see Appen-

A total of the six schools was made for
each

question in each of the response areas and
percentap:es were
calculated.

(see Appenaix J)

The responses were recorded

in tables according to the relaticn of
each question to the
hypothesis that was tested.

Results
The data were presented in tables desig
ned to show the
responses of six hundred selected ninth
-grade public school
students of' the Jefferson County, Kentucky,
school system
ree,arding their perceptions of selected couns
elor serv!.ces.
Table I showed the responses to those quest
ions that were
desic:ned to test the first hynothesis.

Table 2 showed the

results of the survey questions that were
related to the
second hypotnesis.

Table 3 derlonstrated the responses to the

questions that tested the third hyoothesis
.

Table 4 showed

the responses to the question that was
designed to test the

fourth hypothesis.
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Each of the above-mentiened tables also

showed the percentage of responses for each category in the
individual question.
A criterion for accepting and/or rejecting each of the
hypotheses of the study was selected.

A fifty percent re-

sponse level was determined as the basis for accepting and/or
rejecting each hypothesis.

Further, where fifty percent or

more responses were marked "YES," the hypothesis was accepted
except for questions six and seven.

In this case, the hypoth-

esis was accepted if the "NO" responses were fifty percent
cr
above.
The data in this study were used to test four hypotheses, as follows:
H

1.

Selected ninth-grade public school students
will id2ntify the counselor as a person who
Is helpful in assistin7 the counselee with
academic and vocational plans, as well as
with school-related problems.

Table 1 presents the data that related to the first
hypothesis.
and

According to the responses to Questions 1, 2,

3, this hypothesis was accepted (based on the pre-selected

fifty percent basis for acceptance) in so far as each
of the
questions had more than a fifty percent response in the
YES
column.

Seventy percent of the students responded positively

to the first question.

Fifty-nine percent of the students

gave a "YES" answer to the second question and fifty-two
percent answered the third question in a positive manner.
Negative responses to these same questions were fl.fteen percent, fourteen percent, and twenty-seven percent respectiv
e17.

Do you feel that you can talk to the school
counselor about choosing a vocation
(job proparatIon)?

Do you feel that you can talk to the school
counselor about school problems?

2.

3.

*Percentap:es rounded off to the nearest whole numbe
r.

Do you feel that you can talk to the school
counselor about educational plans
(choosinr; school subjects)?

1.

QUESTIONS

314

354

421

Vps

52

59

70

122

164

92

Uncertatn

20

27

15

%

RESPONSES

164

82

87

No

RESPONS7S 07 SELECTED NINTH-G7ADF STUDENTS RECA7
DING PERCEPTIONS OP THE COT7USELoR
IN THE AREAS OF ACADEMIC AND VOCATIONAL PLANNING
AND SCHoOL RELATED PRoBLE"S*

TARLE 1

27

14

15

H
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2.

Selected ninth-7rade public school
students
will identify the counselor as a pers
on who
is helpful In assistinc; the counsele
e with
persenal problems.

Table 2 presents the data that related
to the second
hypothesis.

According to the responses of the stud
ents, this

hypothesis was rejected.

In Question 4, only fourteen per-

cent of the students indicated they
can talk to their school
counselor about personal problems.
On the other hand, sixty
percent stated a definite negative
response to the same
matter.

Twenty-three percent of the responde
nts indicated

they can talk with their school
counselor "about alrost anything" (Question 5). Conversely,
forty-nine percent gave a
negative response to this question
. Twenty-seven percent of
the students responded they would
like to work with their
counselor in groups whereas forty-th
ree percent voted a;-ainst
working in group settings (Questio
n 8).
11

3.

Selected ninth-grade public school
students
will perceive the role of the coun
selor as
distinct from that of the principa
l or
teacher.

Table 3 shows the responses of the
selected students
to the questions that related to
the third hypothesis.

From
the number of responses, it was
clear students perceived the
counselor's job different from that
of the job of the principal or the job of the teacher.
The two questions that
reasured this hypothesis (Questions
6 and 7) showed consistency in numbers of responses. In
Question 6, sixty-four
percent of the students stated they
felt the counselor's job
was unlike that of the principal
and sixty-two percent of t1-.e

Do you feel that the school counselo
r is
a nerson that you can talk to about
almost anythinp:?

Would you like to have
with your counselor?

5.

8.

*Percentarr,es rounded off to the nearest
whole nu7her.

croup talks"

Po you feel that you can talk to the
school
counselor about non-school (personal)
problems?

4.

QUESTIONS

15q

140

85

Yes

27

23

14

186

167

158

Uncertain

31

2R

26

RFriPQNSFS

RESPONSES OF SELECTED NINTH-0RADE
STUDENTS PF0ARDINO PERCEPTTns or
THE COUNSELOR IN THE AREA OP ASSISTIN
I WITH PERSONAL PROBLE"it

TABLE 2

255

2q3

357

12*R

:10

60

'J

3

Do you feel that the school counselor's
job is like the job of the teacher?

7.

*Percentap;es rounded off to the nearest whole number.

Do you feel that the school counselor's
lob is like the lob of the prtncipal?

6.

OUESTTONS

115

103

Yes

19

17

0

113

116

Uncertain

19

19

%

PESNSES

372

381

No

RESPONSES OF SELECTED NINTH-CRADE STUDENTS RE1ARDINn PERCEPTIONS OE
THE ROLF
07 THE COUNSELOR AS BEINn DISTTNCT EROM THAT or THE PRINCTPAL rm
TEACHER*

TABLE,

62

64

%
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students delineated the role
of the cwinselor as different
from the role of the teacher
in Question 7. Only seventeen
percent and nineteen percent,
respectively, indicated they
felt the roles were similar.
Based on the previously-stated
criteria, this hypothesis was
accepted.

114.

The counselor will be of assist
ance to at
least fifty percent of the sel
ected ninthgrade public school students
who were
surveyed.

Table 4 presents data which
related to the fourth
hypothesis. Fifty-eight per
cent of the students responded
that their relationships and
dealings with their counselor
s
had been helpful to them. Con
versely, twenty-eight percent
of the respondents reacted in
a negative manner. Therefore
,
this hypothesis was accepted.
The data of this investigatio
n indicated that cdunselors are identified by a select
ed sample of ninth-grade pub
lic
school students of the Jeffer
son County, Kentucky, school
system as those individuals
who help with educational and
vocational planning as well
as with school-related proble
ms.
The findings also indicated
that these students could see
a
distinct difference between
the role of the ceunselor and
that of the principal or tea
cher. The surveyed students
indicated they had been assist
ed and helped by their contac
ts
with the counselor. On the
other hand, the students did
not
perceive the school counselor
to be a person with whom they
could discuss personal problems
or non-school-related proble
ms.
The data derived from the res
ponses to question eight indi-

*Perch tar

vou?

rounded off to the nearest whole number.

Tjrts your counselor hen helpful

QUESTION
Yes

Uncertain

RESPONSES

RESPONSES OF SELECTED NINTH-GRADE STUDENTS
REGARDING
PERCEPTIONS OP Cn77SELOP ASSISTAN7,7*

TABLE 4

-

cated a r;:luctance on the part of
the
the counlor in group ceF;sions.

47.

26
udents to worIc with

CHAPTER IV
SUARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECO7VENDATIONS
Summary
The identificatien of the role and function of
the
school counselor is perceived differently by
school administrators, teaching faculties, students, and their
parents.
This investigation was designed to determine the
percepticns
of one group, selected ninth-grade students
of the Jefferson
County, Kentucky, school system regarding
selected counselor
services.
Several purposes were considered in the conduct
of this
study.

First, the investigation was designed to
determine

students' perceptions res.arding educational,
vocational, and
personal counseling.

A second purpose was to determine if

the students were able to delineate the
distinction of the
roles between the counselor, the principal,
and the teacher.
A third purpose was to determine if the
counselor does
assist those students with whom he works.
With these goals in mind, four hypotheses
were established to relate to these objectives.

The fcur hypotheses

were:
H
1.

Selected ninth-:rade publIc school students
will identify the counselor as a person
who
is helpful In a3zi3tin the counselee with
27
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educational and vocational plans, as
well
as with school-related
problems.
If

p

2.

Selected ninth-c:rade public school .
.tudents
will i, ntify the counselor rls
a person who
is h1pful in a:Isistine:the
counselee with
personal problems.

3.

Selected ninth-7- rade public school
students
will perceive the role of the
counselor as
distinct from that of the principal
or
teacher.
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The counselor will be of
assistance to at
least fifty er-ent cf the
selected ninthgrade public school students
who were
surveyed.
A criterion for the
acceptance and/or rejection of eazh
hypothesis was set at a fifty
percent response level for each
of the nine survey questions
as they related to the
indivieual
hypothesis.
In this study, six schools
representing three s.eograbh 4 c
areas of the Jefferson County,
Kentucky, school system were
selected as survey sites. In each of
these project schools,
one hundred selected
ninth-7rade students, representing
twenty percent of that school's
population, were surveyed by
their homeroom teachers.
distinction was made between
male and female responses and
students from all socio-economic classes and the various
ability groups were included
in the study.
The survey instrument, a
questionnaire, contained nine
questions related to the previously
mentioned hypotheses.
The students were able to respond to
each question by placing
a check mark
scr7.a. other "ark in a column
entitled YES,
Me data .:ere collectel and
compiled
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accordir07 to the number of resp
onses and accordinr., to percentages. Then the data were
(-rnuped accordinc; to their
relation to each of the hypothes
es.
Accordino; to the students' resp
onses to Questions 1, 2,
and 3, the first hypothesis was
accepted. Seventy percent of
the students responded positive
ly to Question 1 relevant to
educational plans. Fifty-nine
percent of the students cave
a "YES" response to Question
2 related to vocational plans.
Fifty-two percent answered Ques
tion 3, dealing with school
problems, in a positive manner.
!ec-ative responses to these
same questions were fifteen perc
ent, fourteen percent, and
twenty-seven percent.
The second hypothesis was reje
ct2d.

Fourteen percent

of the students indicated they
could tal:: to their school
counselor about personal problems
(Question 4). "In the othrr
hand, sixty percent stated a defi
nite ne ative r,sponse to
the se.e.e question. Twenty-three
percent of the respondents
indicated they could talk wIth
their school counselor "about
almost anything" (Question 5). Conv
ersely, fortv-nine percent responded in a negative
manner.
According to the responses to thos
e auestiens related
to the third hypothesis, this
hypothesis was accepted. The
two questions that measured this
hypothsis were fluesticns
6 and 7. In the former, sixty-four perc
ent of the students
stated they felt t!-- counselor's job
was unlike that of the
principal. In the latter, sixty-tw
o percent of the students
dalin2lted the role of the counselo
r as distinct fr--1 the
role of the teacher.
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The fourth hypothesis was tected by one
question.
Based on the responses of the students to
Q.uestion 9, the
hypothesis was accepted.

Fifty-eir.,ht percent of the students

indicated that their relationhips and dealin7s
with their
counselors had been helpful to them.

Twenty-eight percent

of the respondents reacted in a negative
manner.
Conclusions
Based on the data obtained in this study
this investir,ator feels that:

(1) secondary sche31 counselors are

identified by ninth-grade students as persons who
can give
assistance in the areas of educational and
vocational planning as well as with school-related
problems; (2) secondary
school counselors are not identified by
ninth-frrade students
as persons who can help with problems
of a personal nature;
(3) ninth-grade students are able to
delineate the roles of
the counselor, the principal, and the
teacher; and (4) the
secondary school counselor has proven to be
helpful to those
students with whom he works.

These results are consistent

with the findings in previous studies.

Recc777mendations
Despite tlie noted limitations, it appears
that the
overall results of the study outwei„Th the
deficiencies.

The

followinc; recommendations are made:
1.

Secondary schcol counselors of this system
should conduct

studies to determine why students do not
want to come to the
counselor for personal -- --co'n7 or call
7roup work.

••••••-•,,
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Investigations nould b. made to determine if
the students' reluctance to talk with their counselo
rs about personal problems is due to an improper identifi
cation of the
role of the counselor or merely an adolescent
trait of not
trusting adults.
3.

Similar studies should be conducted in comp
arable school

systems to confirm the results of this surv
ey.

4.

An investigation should be made regarding
these same

counselor services as perceived by the admi
nistrative staff,
the faculty, and the counselors themselves
in the project
schools in order to correlate these finds.

5.

The results of this study should be shared
with the

Director of Guidance and Counselins Services
, Jefferson County
Board of Education, as well as with the nint
h-grade counselors
and their principals in the project schools.

APPEN-)IXES
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APPENDIX A
SURVEY CUESTIONNAIT'E
Sample Copy

You are asked to fill cut this
auestionnaire to supply information for a research paper
beirn; written by a student of
Western Kentucky University.
PLFASE READ EACH QUECT77::
CARELLy. INDICATE 707R ANSWER
PT1'7=1
CHCK 7ARK OR -- 777 OTHER 7ARK
TN MF. APP7:OPPIATE
SPACE AT THE RIGHT.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Do you feel that you can
talk
to the school counselor about
educational plans (choosing
school subjects)?
Do you feel that you can
talk
to the school counselor
about
choosiry; a vocation (job
preparation)?
Do you feel that you can talk
to
the school counselor about
school
problems?
Do you feel that you can
talk to
the school counselor about nonschool (personal)
blems?
Do you feel that the school
counselor is a person that you can
talk to about almost anythin;-?
Do you feel that the school
counselor's :oh is like the job
of the principal?

np

you feel that the school
counselor's ,:Tob Is like the job
of the teacher?

8.

Would you like to have "77rouo
talks" with your counselor?

9.

Has your counselor b7?en
helpful
to you?

10.0.,•••

14 will

YES UrCERTAIN

()

()

( ) 1.

YES IPTCE7TAIN

()

()

()

YES UNCERTAIN

()

()

YES UNCERTAIN

()

()

YES UNCERTAIN
()

()

NO

( ) 2.

YES T:CER7AIN
()

NO

No
()
NO

( ) 4.
NO

( ) 5.
NO

()

YES U7:CE7.TAIN
()

()

( )

YES T:CT.:..;

NO

YES '
/14.":C7:7"nT'l

NO

7•
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APPENDIX El
LETTER TO NINT1!-0RAD7 COUNSELORS
S'Imple Copy

7.!ay

3, 1974

Dear Sir:
I am sendine; four packages of twenty-five survey
forms
to be given to four 9th grade homeroon teachers.

Please ask

each teacher to administer the questionnair
e to the students
during homeroom period.

(I realize that the teacher may have

more than twenty-five students in the home
room but I only
need a total of one hundred responses.)

These teachers

should return all forms to you at the end
of the homeroom
period.
Please place the forms in the envelope and
put the
enclosed mailing label over your name.

The envelope Should

then be sent to me by way of the inter-schoo
l mailing system.
you should pick an administration date most
convenient
to your schedule.

If you have any questions, please call me

at Valley 1-Th School (937-2300) or at my ho-2
(935-2997).
Thank :rou for your assistance In this project.
Sincerely,

:larian Alice Yates

••••1••••MION•11111.11.••
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APPENDIX C
ME7MRANDT.! TO HIT.!1-71),001 TEACHFRS
Sample Copy

Dear Homeroom Teacher:
I am writing a paper for a
course at Western Fentucky
University and I need your help.
Please pass these questionnaires to
twenty-five of
your homeroom students.

(If you have fewer than
twenty-five,

please return the unused forms.)
each question.

Ask the students to complete

This survey will require no
direction-criving

on your part and should be
completed in less than five minutes
The student should not put his
name or the name of the
school on the questionnaire.
Return all forms to

(name o

counnlor)

at the

end of the homeroom period.
Thank you for your assistance.

V.A."
_-

Inv._

,

ay'

wilr.oi •
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APPENDIX D
RESPOSES 0? ONE HUNDRED
NINTH-CrAflE
STUDENTS 'F1iVTNI
PEECEPTIONS OF
SELECTED CONNEL2R SEiVICES*
SCHOOL 1
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Do you feel that you
can talk to the
school counselor about
plans (choosing school educational
subjects)?
Do you feel that you
can talk to the
school counselor about
choosing a
vocation (job preparation)?
Do you feel that you
can talk to the
school counselor, about
school
problems?
Do you feel that you
can talk to
the school counselor
about nonschool (personal)
problems?
Do you feel that the
school
selor is a person that you councan talk
to about almost
anythinp;?
Do you feel that the
school counselor's job is like the job
of
the principal?
Do you feel that the
school
counselor's job is like the job
of the teacher?
Would you like to have "croup
talks" with your counselor?
Has your counselor been
helpful
to you?
*D

YES UNCERTAIN

NO

765

75

17%

YES UNCERTAIN

No

61%

8%

31%

YES W:CERTAIN
61%

21%

YES UNCERTAIN

16%

32%

YES UNCERTAIN

16%

17%

YES UNCERTAIN

lb%

roe
.•

YES UNCE7TAIN
205

32%

YES UNCL1=AIN

735

15%
NO

39%

YES UNCERTAIN
29%

NO

11%

.ercentar7es rounded off to the
nearest whole number.

NO

395
NO

67
NO

671
NO
455
NO

16%.
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APPENDIX E
RESPONSES OF
HITNT"TD NINTH-f3RAfl
STUDENTS =11. ,!:1 :7*-.7r7ToNS
SELECTED COUNELOR =VICES*
SCHOOL 2

1.

2.

3.

4.

Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor about educational
plans (choosin7; school subjects)?
Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor about choosing a
vocation (job preparation)?
Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor about school
problems?
Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor about non-school
(personal) problens?
Do you feel that the school counselor
is a person that you can talk to
about ainost anything?

6.

7.

8.

Do you feel that the school
counselor's job is like the job
of the principal?
Do you feel that the school
counselor's ,job is like the job
of the teacher?
':!ould you like to have ";roup
talks" wfth your counselor?
Has your counselor been helpful
to you?

YES UNCERTAIN

NO

14%

79%

YES UNCERTAIN

70%

14%

YES UNCERTAIN

54%

24%

YES UNCERTAIN

10%

24%

YES UNCERTAIN

18%

24%

YES UNCERTAIN
22%

17%

YES UNCERTAIN
18%

9%

YES UNCERTAIN

20%

32%

YES UNCERTAIN

59%

15%

NO

16%
NO
221
NO

66%
NO

58%
NO

61%
NO

735
NO

48%
NO

26%

*Percentazes roundc,4 of' to the nearest whole
number.
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!!'_"Nr) NT777!-1RADE
FN1 PEC=TONS OF
---7 E14OR SEVICES

reffoot,
1.

2.

3.

4.

3

Do you feel that you can talk to
the
school counselor about elucational
plans (choosin7; school subjects)?
Do you feel that you can talk to
the
school counselor about choosing a
vocation (job preparation)?
Do you feel that you can talk to
the school counselor about school
problems?
Do you feel that you can talk to
the
school councelr)r about non-school
(personal) prot:lers?
Do you feel that the school counelor
Is a person that :pou can talk to
about almost anything?

6.

7.

8.

9.

Do you feel that the school
counselor's job is like the job
of the principal?
Dc you fool that the school
counselor's -job is like the job
of the teacher?
Would you like to have "- rouo
talks" with your eounselc,r?
Has your counselor been helpful
to you?
*Percenta::os rouncled

of

Lo the

YES UNCERTAIN

63%

18%

YES UNCFRTAIN

585

30%

YES UNCERTAIN
61%

16%

YES UNCEETAIN
19%

31%

YES U'7CERTAIN
21%

40%

YES UNCERTAIN
18%

235

YES 1JNCE7iTAIN
265

16%

YES TJNCEQ.TAIN
365

345

YES UNCE7TAIN
53"

12r,

'lrest whcle nu:lber.

NO
19%
NO

1 2%
NO

235
NO

50%
r10

395
NO

59%
NO

58%
NO
30%
NO
35%
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APPENDIY G
RESP07:SE

(77:, 1:=77P NI%7H-GRADE
17.7=7To!!S OP
SELFC=)
SERX1CFS*
SCEOOL 11

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8

9.

Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor about educational
plans (choosing school subjects)?
Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor about choosing a
vocation (lob preparation)?
Do you feel that you can talk to
the school counselor about school
problens?

Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor about non-school
(personal) problens?
Do you feel that the school counselor
is a person that you can talk to
about a10st anything?
Do you feel that the school
counselor's job is ilk,
. the :ob
of the pY'i.ncipial?
Do you feel that the school
counselor's :job Is 14 ke the job
of the teacher?
Would you like to have "r-Y'oup
talks" w!.th your csunselor?
Has your counselor been h--ooful
to you?

YES UNCETAIN

70%

145

YES UNCERTAIN

565

31%

YES UPCTAIN

39%

22%

YES UNCERTAIN

10%

23%

YES UNCERTAIN

27%

21%

NO

16%,
NO

13%.
FO

39%,

ro
67!

r.3
52%

YES UNCERTAIN

19%

245

YES UNCFqrrAIN

19%

25%

YES UNCERTAIN

29%

31%

YES UNCE1TAIN

55%

15%

rounded of" to the nearest :hole nu -ter.

575
7•:0

56%

ro
40%,
NO
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AYFENDIX H
RESPONFES OP 'I= HTT:!flYD ':1"'7T 4-rIRA
DL:
ST:JDENTS FErrD=r; l'E'.'CEPTInNS OP
SELECTED COT;SELC .7,191.rICFS*
SCHOOL 5

Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor about eOucational
plans (choosing school subjects)?
2.

3.

Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor about choosinF; a
vocation (job preparation)?
Do you feel that you can talk to
the school counselor about school
problems?
Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor about non-school
(personal) problems?

5.

6.

7.

8.

Do you feel that the school counselor
is a person that you can talk to
about almost anything?
Do you feel that the school
counselor's job is like the job
of the principal?
Do you feel that the school
.
counselor's job is like the job
of the teacher?

Would you like to have "croup
talks" with your counselor?

9.

Has your counselor, been helpful
to you?
*percenta7?s rounded off to the nearest

YES UrCERTAIN
62%

16%

NO

227"

YES IPICETAIN

555

275

NO

185

YES UNCERTAIN

55%

19%

NO

26%

YES UNCERTAIN
155

25%

NO

505

YES UNCERTAIN

265

235

515

YES UNCEP7AIN
17%

20%

NO

635

YES UNCE7.7AT7T

22%

NO

21%

770

575

YES UNCT777.5.IM

325

2/45

445

YES UTTERTAI*.!
52%

147,

NO
31:5

rhole nu-.ber.
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APPENDIX J
RESPONSES 07 SIX HT1"7):
::FITH-GtP,D7]
,
STUD=
i:;P:::•:TIS OF
SELECTED COUNSELOH SERVICES*

1.

2.

3.

4.

Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor about educational
plans (choosinF, school subjects)?
Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor about choosin7 a
vocation (job preparation)?
Do you feel that you can talk to
the school counselor about school
problems?

Do you feel that you can talk to the
school counselor abc -It non-school
(personal) proble7s?
Do you feel that the school counselor
Is a person that :cu can talk to
about almost anythin?

6.

7.

Do you feel that the school
counselor's job is
the job
of the principal?

YES UrCE77AIN
421

705

92
155

87
155

YES 'I'ICE97AIN
354
59`:

164
27(12

82
14c!

YES U7CE7TATN

314
525

122
205

16h
275

YES IP:CE7TAIN

85
14%

158
26%

YES :
7 7:CE77AIN

140
235

167
28%

YES UCE''2PTN

103
17%

115
19

YES 'T'!C:71".TATN

Do you feel that the school
counselor's job is like the job
of the teacher?

115
191

8.

Would you like to !-Ive "croup
talks" with your counselor?

159
275

9

Has your counselor been helpful
to you?

113
195

YES nCER'-'A'"N

186
311

357
NO

293
49%
NO

181
641
NO

372
625
NO
255

YES 177,7E7TAT!! NO
92
350
163

585

145

281

*Percentaes rounded off to the nearest whole
nurlber.
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